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The festivities organized in 1622 by the Society of Jesus in the Southern Netherlands filled the everyday space of 
the city to turn it into a place of special experience that can be approached through the lens of the sublime. Indeed, 
ornamentation, sounds, and lights shaping the ephemeral scenery and event were conceived to inspire in the mind of 
the spectators what the Jesuits called sacer horror, a Latin expression used to refer to all the physical sensations that the 
ancients felt in front of divinity—religious awe, that is, the organic sensation of respect mixed with fear and wonder felt 
in the presence of gods or cosmic forces. We would like to show how the intensification of synaesthesic effects, with their 
direct impact on the body by stunning the senses, was intended to unveil the majesty of God and raise the mind toward 
the divine. DOI: 10.5092/jhna.2016.8.2.9
SACER HORROR: THE CONSTRUCTION AND EXPERIENCE OF THE SUB-
LIME IN THE JESUIT FESTIVITIES OF THE EARLY SEVENTEENTH-
CENTURY SOUTHERN NETHERLANDS
Ralph Dekoninck, Annick Delfosse
1 There is one thing that must be kept in mind when looking into the history of the sublime: a large 
part of this history or prehistory is intimately bound up with the history of religions. Before the 
sublime was theorized within the field of aesthetics in the eighteenth century, this concept, with 
its strong rhetorical overtones, and the experience to which it related in the early modern period, 
were still closely linked to the religious experience—even if increasingly unobtrusively the nearer 
one gets to the Enlightenment.1 The interest in examining this transitional period lies precisely in 
being able to see in it this gradual change from the religious dimension to the aesthetic dimen-
sion.
The field we have chosen as an observatory for this change is that of ephemeral festivals in the 
Southern Netherlands in the seventeenth century. Indeed, it is interesting to approach the theme 
of this volume by means of a double decentering, examining the sublime not in the Protestant 
Dutch Republic but in the Catholic Low Countries and considering it in the religious sphere, a 
sphere that was also characterized by strong artistic overtones. The aim is to examine the sublime 
at the point where the aesthetic experience and the religious experience interact, in contrast with 
what might appear to be a very different, or even divergent, spiritual and artistic sensibility, the 
historical moment in question (that is, the first half of the seventeenth century) being character-
ized by a clear confessional break between the north and south of the Low Countries, although 
this break of course did not prevent considerable cultural exchange.
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The Religious Roots of the Sacer Horror
But let us first of all examine the soil in which the religious culture of the festival, with its specific 
modes of synaesthetic experience, was rooted. As is well known, the concept of the sublime, in 
the sense in which Longinus and the majority of his followers understood it, is derived from 
the verb sublimare (to raise up) and is the counterpart of the Greek hupsos (meaning high up in 
the air) and hence, in both the physical and the moral sense connotes “high,” “lofty,” “great.” But 
before the term was used to designate the grandiose spectacle of nature or the moral strength of 
man, before it referred to the superlative beauty that the science of sensibility—aesthetics—was 
to theorize in the eighteenth century (to the extent of establishing the sublime as the founding 
dimension for a theory of taste), the kind of experience to which the term sublime referred was 
that of contact with the sacred. If the sublime aims at grandeur, its ultimate vanishing point is 
God himself.
In his famous work Das Heilige (1917), the German historian of comparative religion Rudolf Otto 
included among the elements of the numinous the mysterium tremendum; that is, the mystery 
that makes one shiver.2 As he immediately makes clear, it can only be understood through the 
“sentimental reaction” that it arouses. In this kind of experience, according to Otto, we touch on 
what is most intimate and most profound in all intense religious emotion. He even goes so far 
as to state that the religious experience is rooted in this feeling. While this feeling is not without 
analogy to that of fear, in reality it relates to something else, for which the term awe is closest 
in meaning, with the sense of “respect mixed with fear and admiration” regarding a reality that 
might be qualified as uncanny (strange, disturbing).
One cannot help but note that this mixture of fear and admiration characterizes also the expe-
rience of the sublime, this contradictory sensibility that Edmund Burke labeled delightful hor-
ror and described as “the most genuine effect and truest test of the sublime.”3 In the seventeenth 
century there was an expression that in part contained this idea: sacer horror. The word hor-
ror first conveyed, during antiquity, as much the idea of one’s hair standing on end as it did the 
shiver of horror and the trembling of fear. In Latin literature, the word also referred to all those 
symptoms, of pallor, trembling, cold sweats, inability to speak, that the ancients felt before the 
gods. Thus, when Livy mentioned the appearance of the divinized Romulus to a man named 
Proculus Julius, he described the latter as “filled with horror” (perfusus horrore) when he asked 
Romulus to be allowed to look on his face.4 The religious meaning of the word horror spanned 
centuries but in the seventeenth century, following the example of Statius’s Thebaid and Clau-
dian’s Panegyricus de Sexto Consulatu Honorii Augusti,5 the word was more closely coupled with 
the qualifying adjective sacer and described the astonishment and disorientation that strike the 
faithful when confronted by the divine mystery. To supply just the one example, the Jesuit poet 
Jakob Balde, whose profound influence on the neo-Latin poetry of the period is well known, used 
this expression in one of his poems, where he spoke of the Virgin in these terms: “sacred horror is 
there, and mysterious divinity is revealed”;6 or in this other extract, once again about the Virgin: 
“As soon as I see, I am amazed; immediately, a fearful voluptuousness overwhelms me with a 
sacred horror.”7 The link that unites horror and religious stupor also entered the French lan-
guage,8 where the word is, as in Latin, associated with the adjectives holy or sacred, an association 
that is abundantly present in Jesuit literature. In his Triple couronne de la Mère de Dieu (The Triple 
Crown of the Mother of God), François Poiré wrote: “These words filled them with a holy horror 
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mixed with joy & astonishment, & made them continue on their way with a certain transport & 
rapture of the spirit.”9 Such a meaning of the word horreur was also to make its entry into the Dic-
tionnaire de l’Académie française in 1694: “Horror, means a certain seizure of fear or of respect, 
which takes hold at the sight of some place, of some objects. . . . When one enters this church, one 
is seized with a holy horror, with a religious horror.”10
What then are the means are that allow one to attain such an experience?, For Longinus the 
sublime was related to a particular techne, and in the religious domain the extent to which the 
liturgy, especially in the early modern period, was deliberately conceived in order to achieve such 
effects has already been demonstrated. Composed of words and gestures, of sounds, of smells and 
visual stimuli of all kinds, the liturgy was part of a universe that gave a significant role to aesthe-
sis, understood in its primary meaning of “sensible experience.” The Doctrine on the Sacrifice of 
the Mass, promulgated by the Council of Trent at its twenty-second session (September 1562), 
emphasized the inability of human nature to raise itself up to “the meditation of divine things” 
without “external helps” and recalled that, for this reason, the Church “has likewise employed 
ceremonies, such as mystic benedictions, lights, incense, vestments, and many other things of 
this kind, derived from an apostolical discipline and tradition, whereby both the majesty of so 
great a sacrifice might be recommended, and the minds of the faithful be excited, by those visible 
signs of religion and piety, to the contemplation of those most sublime things which are hidden 
in this sacrifice.”11 The sensory liturgical universe is therefore conceived of as a way to drive the 
faithful to the contemplation of what is beyond them, of what is too elevated for them in fact to 
access alone. It is noteworthy that the religious meaning of the word horror resurfaces in various 
reactions to this use of liturgical ornament. For example, Montaigne writes in his Essays: “nor [is 
there] any soule so skittish and stubborne, that hath not a feeling of some reverence in consider-
ing the clowdy vastitie and gloomie canapies of our churches, the eye-pleasing diversitie of orna-
ments, and orderly order of our ceremonies, and hearing the devout and religious sound of our 
organs, the moderate, symphonicall, and heavenly harmonie of our voices: even those that enter 
into them with an obstinate will and contemning minde have in their hearts a feeling of remorse, 
of chilnesse and horrour, that puts them into a certaine diffidence of their former opinions.”12
More specifically, however, the word horror was to find itself coupled, in the liturgical context, 
with the epithet sacred so as to evoke the transport or the exaltation of the believer faced with 
divine Majesty revealing itself to him or her at the time of the sacrifice of the Mass. In his Actions 
publiques, François Ogier spoke of the Holy Sacrament in these terms: “Sacrament, then, & mys-
tery: emphatic, venerable & divine names, at the sound of which the soul of the believer is filled 
with a holy respect, with a sacred horror.”13 The Capuchin priest Ambroise de Chaumont wrote in 
his Consommation de l’Amour de Jésus-Christ au Saint-Sacrement de l’autel: “It teaches us never to 
approach our altars without being filled with a holy horror: in a word, never to take communion 
or to receive in our hearts the divine Jesus without trembling in the light of our unworthiness: 
it is the first ecstasy which, as adults, makes us children.”14 The “holy horror” thus partakes of 
a transformative process of the ecstatic kind that transports the person affected by it “outside 
himself,” a process characteristic—as we shall see—of the Baroque festival. Note also that Nicolas 
Boileau himself, in comments accompanying the republication of his translation of Longinus and 
in response to comments by André Dacier, also established a close connection between “being 
completely outside oneself [phobeitai]” and being “full of the holy horror of God which has 
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transported me.”15
As communitarian space-time but also as space-time characterized by institutional control of 
emotions, the liturgy is repetitive in nature. But there are other celebratory moments that con-
stitute an extraordinary moment in time during which ephemeral artifices are employed in the 
service of the process of transformation and elevation through the unveiling and manifestation 
of the divine. This is especially the case with the festivals held by the Jesuits in the Southern Low 
Countries to celebrate the beatification or canonization of saints from their order, which served 
to prolong and reinterpret the Roman “center” on the “periphery” of the Catholic world.16 These 
Jesuit celebrations appear to have been something quite new in the culture of these borderlands 
of Catholicity, where the festival had become an instrument of conversion. While it is quite clear 
that the festivities celebrating beatification and canonization borrowed many elements from the 
vocabulary and syntax of the Joyous Entries of rulers and other dignitaries, it is also true that 
their emphasis lay elsewhere— specifically their aim was to evoke the presence/absence of tran-
scendence. It is on this religious ground that the clearest signs can be seen of the shift in attention 
from a symbolic message toward an emphasis on ineffable effects, on participants as witnesses to 
a supernatural and triumphant dimension. And this emphasis takes the form of an intensification 
of all aspects of the performance. In this respect we may speak of spectacle being displaced by the 
spectacular, a shift that allows us to see the effects and emotions aroused by the festival as a form 
of sublime experience.
Furthermore, on the occasion of the canonization in 1622 of their founder, Ignatius of Loyola, 
and of their missionary hero, Francis Xavier, the Jesuits of the Flandro-Belgian and Gallo-Belgian 
provinces actually used the expressions “pious horror” (pius horror) and “sacred horror” (sacer 
horror) to convey the result of the spectacular scenery they programmed. In employing the 
word horror in this way, it clearly seems that the Jesuits conceived of these events as an ephemeral 
experience of the divine. A number of written accounts17 tell us not only about the means used to 
stimulate these emotions but also about their expected effects on spectators, for even more than 
supplying a record of a lived experience these accounts expressed the ideal horizon of expecta-
tions.18 They constructed their audience’s reception by pouring it into a rhetorical mold filled 
with topoi. It is now worth considering the way a certain experience of the sublime expresses itself 
in these accounts through the frame of sacer horror.
Given what we have already established above, it seems useful to start with the Jesuit descriptions 
of liturgical ephemeral scenery erected in churches where they celebrated their new saints in 
1622. Thus, the Historia Domus of Cambrai offers this statement:
Never had our church appeared with more august brilliance: two kinds of chapels 
were erected on each side of the main altar, and each one had a throne of saints 
such height that it loomed over the first floor of the church. Candles shone on 
every conceivable part of a structure filled with tiers of seating; above, there were 
three triumphal arches and ingenious shadows filling the souls of those who were 
praying with a holy horror and a religious feeling.19
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the souls of those who pray to ascend toward God. Light—and more specifically lighting effects—
plays an absolutely crucial role and contributes to generating “holy horror” understood in its 
religious sense. Let us note, however, that the expression sacer horror may also have been used by 
the Jesuits outside the liturgical context. The account of the festivities organized in Dunkirk at the 
end of July 1622 evokes a “theatre” figuring “the image of a triumphant Christ among a choir of 
angels”:
it was in the middle of the confessors that Saints Ignatius and Xavier took their 
place. This machine was square in shape, around twenty feet wide on the outside, 
covered all over by a red cloth (with the exception of the front part). Inside there 
was a circle. In fact, three ranks of angels were arranged in a circle, separated from 
each other by three rainbows of the same shape, sparkling with fifty brilliant stars. 
The most holy name of Jesus, with its golden rays, occupied the center (this ma-
chine was created at the expense of the Confraternity of Saint George.) Starting at 
this name, the rest of the machine unfolded in a very pleasant succession of circles. 
The width of the rainbows increased as the circles themselves increased and the 
angels (also numbering fifty) filled the gaps while spreading their wings in differ-
ent ways, and the majesty of their faces overwhelmed the spirits of the spectators 
with a sacred shiver. Christ, our Lord, holding the Cross in his arms, occupied the 
main position in this machine.20
As we can see through this example, the quite sophisticated device was conceived to arouse an 
emotion that is similar to a shiver. This emotion is provoked by an impression of majesty ensuing 
from the size and quantity of the angels but also from their illusionistic rendering. A similar 
emotion is created by another “theatre” also supporting a crucifix:
Here there were two theaters before our house, one of which supported a very high 
cross of fifteen feet, elegantly placed between vine shoots and branches of trees and 
in whose shadow Aloysius [Gonzaga] and Stanislaus [Kostka] were kneeling. The 
statue of Christ on the cross was the height of a man. Toward eight o’clock, via the 
nails of the wounds, a red liquid counterfeiting blood spurted out with such force 
that in order to prevent it drenching the spectators passing in the middle of the 
avenue, it was necessary to hold it in. This event moved so much the spirit of some 
that with their handkerchiefs they gathered drops of the liquid that flowed and 
applied it to their eyes through the grace of religion.21
The fake blood spurted out violently and spattered the passersby; it was probably an error in 
setting up the machinery. Nevertheless, the staging produced a strong reaction: it moved specta-
tors to such an extent that they dipped their handkerchiefs into the fake blood to rub their eyes 
with it. What interests us here is to underline that the Jesuit decorations in Dunkirk did not just 
display a message to the faithful but were intended to “move so much the spirit of some” that they 
prompted them to act. The processional apparatus was meant to instigate an emotional turmoil 
conducive to a state where a deep religious experience might become possible, even if nobody was 
fooled by the illusion.
12
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In terms of the means employed, a number of registers were combined. Illusion was a recurring 
one, to such an extent that it seems to characterize one of the central dimensions of the festival, 
which was conceived and experienced as a subtle play on the borderline between the artificial and 
the natural, between the ephemeral and the enduring, between the animated and the inert. Many 
tricks of stagecraft and scenery were designed in order to make art pass for reality and also to 
transform the surrounding reality into a work of art. The rocks and artificial flowers that decorat-
ed the architecture imitated nature to the extent that they were seen as such,22 while the sculptures 
seemed to live and breathe and were created with such art that “only with difficulty could even 
the inquisitive observers who were there distinguish them from the living.”23 Similarly, alongside 
the use of artificial materials imitating nature to perfection, accounts also mention real plants 
(rosemary, palm trees, laurel, ivy, palm leaves, etc.) that merged with the artificial decoration. The 
emotion that was supposed to be produced by these illusionistic effects was surprise followed by 
astonishment.
In addition, the life that animated the festive apparatus constituted one of the main cogs in the 
workings of the spectacular, as can be seen by the fashion for tableaux vivants but also, as we have 
seen, by the importance of fire and light, which literally brought images to life. The spectacular 
is defined by the irruption of the extraordinary into ordinary time and space. In the case of the 
religious festival, this impression was reinforced by the fact that it was a question of celebrating 
an absent “power.” It was light and sound effects attempting to evoke/invoke the presence/appear-
ance of the sacred by inducing astonishment and daze. Also contributing were changes of scale 
that magnified this presence and literally expressed grandeur.
Copia (abundance) and varietas (variety), two central elements of Jesuit rhetoric, also animate 
accounts since these two dimensions had a leading role in the creation of the festive apparatus 
Abundance (copia) functioned to give the impression of a universe visually saturated with the 
richest, or at least the most resplendent, materials, whose symbolic value is that of the splendor 
that befits great personages. And in order to do this, much is made of both the quantity and the 
quality of the materials, the texts taking pains to enumerate the constituent parts of the festive 
apparatus as well as their opulence. Thus, there is an emphasis on the cost of the ornamentation, 
the weight of the metals, the dimensions or precise number of the elements composing the scen-
ery. Very special attention is paid to the description of the materials, their richness, their colors, 
their diversity, and their brilliance. There are innumerable mentions of sumptuous textiles such 
as brocade, silk, batiste, embroidery, gold and silver facing, jewels and precious stones, pearls, 
garnet, ebony, objects and statues of saints in solid silver, gilded and silvered furniture . . . so 
many materials that “glisten,” “gleam,” sparkle,” “scintillate,” “glitter,” “shine,” “shine forth in their 
splendor.” Through these descriptions we can grasp the extent of the sensual pleasure produced by 
the diversity of materials, the luxury, the shining and tinkling that reach and move a large number 
of people. Furthermore, accounts of these festivals do not fail to mention the effect produced by 
this display of glittering riches, which “arrested,” “attracted,” or “dazzled the eyes” of the spectators 
with their “astonished and admiring gaze.” And the texts often admit their inability to give an 
account of so much richness: “an elegance and an opulence so great that no pen can equal it in 
writing, since no eye in seeing it has been able to comprehend so great a majesty.”24 Or “I cannot 
deny that there is much that escaped the gaze of those who were watching carefully, however 
curious they were.”25 The impossibility of describing the scene reflects the emphasis placed on 
14
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what cannot be reduced to language, which is usually used, in these types of accounts, to present 
and decipher the symbolic discourse or the iconographic programme of the festival, expressed 
through all kinds of allegories, emblems, and symbols.
It is first of all an over-loading, or even a modification, of the senses that the devices employed 
are intended to bring about: the scenery consumed in astonishing firework displays, the fake 
blood springing from the wounds of an enormous crucified Christ, the deafening dialogues of 
trumpets and bombards, etc., all make the spectacle an intense sensorial adventure that calls out 
to hearing but even more to sight. The stage machinery and scenery offered themselves to the 
astonished gaze of the spectators who, overwhelmed by the profusion of materials, of colors, of 
lights, were soon no longer capable of knowing where to look. What is at issue in the festival is the 
constant postponement of satiety for a public “replete with the sight of these riches.”26 And so the 
means employed were always being renewed in order to surprise spectators who were at risk of 
becoming tired of or overcome by effects that were too repetitive: “By its very variety, this pomp 
provokes more pleasure, less satiety, which could easily overwhelm tired people.”27 The delight of 
the eyes and of the mind supposedly arising from this “variety of things” and “splendid decora-
tions”28 “of such beauty that we never tire of seeing them”29 exemplifies the aviditas spectandi, an 
avidity of seeing, of gazing at the spectacle.30
Sight and hearing were never left in peace because to enchant the eyes and ears was also to move 
spirits and souls. The scenery, stage machinery, firework displays—in short, all the splendid 
apparatus that invaded the town—had to “strike down the souls of the participants.”31 The be-
liever-spectator, thrown into the very center of the spectacular, was at one and the same time 
ablaze with it and annihilated by it, finding himself so to speak “outside himself.” The search for 
the means that would put the spectator in this state is therefore at the heart of the spectacular 
process: by inviting the audience to sink into a universe saturated with colors, materials, shapes, 
and sounds, the organizers aimed to overwhelm spectators, to push them beyond their sensorial 
boundaries in order to stun them, strike them dumb, to plunge them into a state of bewilderment. 
Once “outside himself ” the spectator loses his status of distant observer and is totally involved at 
the core of the project, in which the spectator becomes one of the actors.
And indeed these extraordinary festivals were an integral part of a global pastoral project that 
aimed to consolidate the existence of a devout society in the Catholic Low Countries: it was not 
enough to show, it was necessary to convert. This is the reason why these festivities cannot be con-
sidered without thinking about emotion. Confronted by such scenery and staging, it was the over-
all impression that prevailed, not the perception of details. We may speak of a cumulative effect 
whose goal was the intensification of emotion, with the spectator ending up submerged, carried 
away by so many splendors, to the extent of experiencing a state of stupor. This also worked 
through the multiplication and interaction of media, creating a truly synaesthetic and immersive 
effect. Indeed, accounts describe scenery that seems to blur the boundaries between the arts, as 
it does between artifice and nature, life and reality—so many manifestations of a desire to make 
images alive, to plunge the spectator into a multisensorial experience that is first of all a visual 
one, but that is also an experience composed of touch, smell, and sound. The effect produced by 
the realism of the scenery and the incessant movement between media is one of “astonishment” 
and of “fear,” which, as soon as the illusion vanishes, is transformed into “admiration.” Thus, as 
18
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the 1622 account of Dunkirk tells us, the statues of Ignatius and of Francis Xavier “were so well 
done that at a distance many thought them to be alive, to such an extent that some expressed their 
fear. . . . When, coming closer, they understood that there was no danger, terror was transformed 
into admiration.”32
In arousing emotion, the religious celebration established itself above all as a space-time of 
immersion aimed at persuasion, conversion, or, at the very least, participation in a more or less 
active way. For this reason, the spectacle cannot be studied only for what it says, inasmuch as its 
main concern lies in what it produces. Since the subtlety of the symbolic messages communicated 
by a mass of emblems, mottoes, and allegories escaped most people, it appears quite clearly that 
what mattered was not the encrypted program of the spectacle but the experience produced 
by these moments of time saturated in special effects. Plunged into the center of a universe of 
exuberant and proliferating forms, the spectator was above all struck by the magnificence of the 
spectacle offered. Textual sources of the time partially understood these effects when they empha-
sized the impressions produced by these events and their scenery, thereby testifying to the fact 
that the effectiveness of beauty and monumentality prevailed.
A last excerpt from the printed account of the festivities organized by the Jesuits in Antwerp can 
illustrate how the spectacle with all its sound and light effects generated a mixed sentiment of fear 
and admiration:
Large numbers of fireworks were then launched along endless cables, crossing the 
square from one side to another, until some sparks finally fell on the Castle—so 
said the inscription—of Envy, completely made out of canon gunpowder. At this 
very moment, fire leapt forth, first of all from the summit of the castle’s tympanum, 
now as fine as rain, then round like hail, now compact like snow, then forked like 
lightning; immediately after, a rumbling was heard, filling everything, a rumbling 
like that made by thunder. Then from the columns on which the tympanum and 
the roof rested great arrows were seen to shoot out and, on contact with the air, 
spread out here and there innumerable flames—one would have said plumes or 
even serpents, which are the sign of an envious spirit. And when all these [dis-
plays] had for a lengthy moment fascinated an astonished audience, suddenly 
canon shots—almost like the canons of war!—were made from the base of the 
columns, plunging spectators into unexpected terror which made them retreat.33
As is made clear by this quotation, the fireworks and their deafening noises created not only 
wonder but also provoked a feeling of dread, employed in the service of properly religious ends. 
This is also what is related in the description of the castle of heresy built in Douai, a description 
that quite exceptionally is accompanied by an engraving (fig. 1). The exploding effects are visually 
rendered with a great variety of graphic means, conceived to evoke the different types of fireworks 
(virgulae, rochetae, crepitaculis). This type of picture, though of poor artistic quality, participated 
in the reproduction of a sublime effect. But we should not forget that such playful ephemeral ar-
tifice, which occurred in nearly every festival of this time, assumed, in the context of the religious 
festivities, a clearly iconographic dimension. The spectacular is plainly meaningful as it figures, 
through fire, in the fight between good and evil. The wonderful becomes here a clear expression 
21
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of the supernatural. Hence this religious comprehension of horror, which is not only a frightening 
feeling petrifying the beholder, but a real experience of the sacred. If the first step in this expe-
rience of the religious sublime is to crush the believer by impressing him (a step corresponding 
to the preparation for meditation in Jesuit spirituality), it should then elevate his mind to the 
contemplation of the sacred, the sentiment of fear being replaced by the uplifted sentiment of 
exaltation. Ultimately, the intended aim was not only to convince the spectator but also to convert 
him—the conversion being here understood as a way to transform him inwardly—by shaking 
him quite violently with intense synaesthetic effects.
In conclusion, we might note that there was in the Jesuits’ minds a close alliance between religion 
and the spectacular, as we can read in the account of Douai festivities: “Religion is well and truly a 
fair and a feast.”34 In conceiving the divinely created world as a spectacle full of images worthy of 
imitation in paint and other media, the Jesuits also transformed the feast into a religious experi-
ence, attained in particular by a subtle play on the threshold between the artificial and the real, 
the natural and the supernatural. Following the Longinian account of the rhetorical status of the 
figure, we might say that “a figure is most effectual when it appears in disguise.”35 This principle 
of “art without art” defines all the illusionary means that are intended not only to amaze but also 
to daze in order to “positively master” the spectator. “Those who believed that the images were 
alive could not see this spectacle without pain. Those who knew that they were merely statues 
seemed incapable of being satiated by this great miracle of art.”36 As Longinus argues, “to allay 
this distrust which attaches to the use of figures we must call in the powerful aid of sublimity and 
passion.”37 All the visually saturated figures and effects obtained through a mix of artifice and 
nature participate in this process of sublimation in this world of deceitful wonder.
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